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I. ISTHODUCTION 
In [9] Wielandt introduced a subgroup of a group G defined as the inter- 
section of the normalizers of all subnormal subgroups of G. I will call this 
subgroup the Wielandt subgroup E’(G). We can then define ?Vn(G) recursively 
by W,(G) = 1 and W,(G)/TJJ+,(G) = W[G/LV~/,,+,(G)]. If for some n, 
W,,(G) = : G and II is the least integer for which this happens, we say that G 
has Wielandt length n. LVielandt proved [9] that such an integer 11 always 
exists for finite groups. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the relation between 
the Wielandt length of a group and various other invariants. The main 
result in this direction is Theorem I as follows: 
‘I’w:ownf I. If G is a Jinite soluble group zcith Wielandt length II, fitting 
length m, then G has derived length at most m 4 n 1 if m -;- n :- 2. 
The proof of this theorem occupies Section 3 of the paper. 
The theory of 7’ groups, i.e., groups in which normality is a transitive 
relation, is well-developed [4], [7] and these results are of importance in this 
paper. Section 4 investigates the properties of groups with Wielandt length 2 
and the main result in this section is: 
Tmomn~ 5. If G has Wielandt length 2 and odd order, then G has derived 
length at most 3. 
Section 5 contains a collection of examples. 
All notation is standard except for W(G) which is defined at the beginning 
of Section 2. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin by giving two formal definitions. 
DEFINITIOK 1. W(G) = &, dc N,(H) for any group G. 
We call this subgroup the Wielandt subgroup. It is now possible to define 
inductively for any group G: 
W”(G) = 1, ~‘,(GPL,(G) = TWf’n-,(W 
DEFINITIOK 2. If for a group G, IVn(G) = G and n is the least integer 
for which this happens, G is said to have Wielandt length n. 
LEMMA 1. If G has Wielandt length n then every subnormal factor 0~~ G
has Wielandt length < n. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any normal subgroup K of G, 
K and G/K have Wielandt length < n. The lemma is certainly true for 
7’ groups and so we proceed by induction on the Wielandt length. Now 
Thus, G/W(G)K is isomorphic to a factor group of G/W(G) which has 
Wielandt length n - 1, and so by induction G/W(G)K has Wielandt length 
si n -- I. However, since W(G)K/K < W(G/K), then G/ W(G/K) has 
Wielandt length < n - 1 and, finally, G/K has Wielandt length < n. 
Similarly, TV(G) n K < W(K) and so K/W(K) is a factor group of 
K/W(G) n K which is isomorphic to W(G)K/W(G) which by induction 
has Wielandt length < n - 1. Thus, K/W(K) has Wielandt length ,< n -- 1 
and so, finally, K has Wielandt length < n. 
It is known that T groups are metabelian [7] and so if G is a soluble 
group with Wielandt length n, then G has derived length less than or equal 2n. 
For n = 1 and 2 this is best possible, however, for greater values of n the 
answer is not known. From now the paper will be concerned only with finite 
groups. 
We know that p soluble T groups have p length 1 [2] and so it follows 
immediately that if G is a (finite) p soluble group with Wielandt lengtb n, 
then G has p length less than or equal n. For the Fitting length of a soluble 
group, we can bound this by one more than the Wielandt length; however, 
before doing so we need some preliminary remarks. 
Frequently we need to examine the structure of the subgroup of the auto- 
morphism group of a group G which has the property that it leaves every 
subnormal subgroup of G fixed (as a group). In the case of Abelian groups, 
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it is well-known that the subgroup consisting of power automorphisms is the 
maximal subgroup with this property [4]. A i x~wer automorphism of a group G 
is an automorphism a: such that there exists an integer II say, such that <y -- ,<I” 
for all ,q t G. Note that such an automorphism is in the centrc of the auto- 
morphism group. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal countcresamplc. ‘I‘lien by Lemma I and the 
ptopertics of b&g of a given Fitting length IVC: may assume that G has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup .II, say, such that Q(G) I and CC;(M) 
,‘Lf. Thus, we know that F(G) .II [S] and that G/.11 has Fitting length 
I IZ ~~ I. Let 7’ he the normal subgroup of G which induces power auto- 
n&phisms on .lZ. Then hy earlie;- comments J&‘(G) .’ T and hy [9], 
W(G) . . 11f. Thus, by the minimalit!. of G, Gj7’ has Fitting length ,.I n. 
Now T/AT :’ Z(G/:lI) and so G:,ll G/F(G) has Fitting length w, contra- 
dicting the assumptions concerning C. 
I would like to thank Professor H. \\‘iclandt for the following result. 
Pwof. i1-e use induction on the \\Xmdt length. Let N C/~J G. Then 
HIV(G) has defect at most n ~ I in G and so as N .I IDV(G), H has defect 
at most n in G. 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem I which is 
THEOREM I _ If G is n finite soluble group with W’ielundt length n, F&kg 
Iength WI, then G has derived length at n2os.t II ; m ~ I when n 1~ nz ‘I- 2. 
\\;hen the Fitting length nz is maximal, i.e., n I, see Proposition I, this 
gives the bound 272 which has already been mcntioncd. 
Before proving this theorem we prove two introductor\, lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Let G he a jinite soluble group and p an odd prime. Then, ff p 
d&ides the order of the deviced gmup of the K7ielandt subgroup of G, then 
O,,,,(G)/O,,f(G) is .46&m. 
Proof. Since p; 1 W(G)’ !, there exists [4] an element .r i- W(G) such that .x 
acts non-trivially on O,(G) and N has order prime to p. From this we can see 
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that x0,(G) acts non-trivially on O,~,(G)/O,,,(G). Also, we know that 
so,/(G) E kB[G/O,~(G)], and so we have a p group with an automorphism of 
coprime order which fixes every subgroup of the p group. From Huppert [IS], 
n-c know that O,f,(G)/O,(G) must be Abelian. 
The next lemma deals with the situation when the group G is nilpotent, 
i.e., 711 1. 
LEM~IA 3. If P is a p group with Wielandt length n greater than 1 then 1 
has deeri7;ed length at most n. 
Pvoqf. If p is odd, the result is trivial as any 7’ group which is of odd 
prime power order is Abelian. So we may assume p ~~~ 2. First, we prove the 
result for IZ ~~ 2. Now W(P) is, for nilpotent groups, what has been called 
the norm of P. So we know [3], [S] that W(P) :< Z,(P), and so [W(P), P’] = 1. 
Thus, K;(P) n I” is Abelian and central in P’. Xow W(P)P’,‘W(P) has order 
at most 2 as PjW(P) is a T group and so P/W(P) n P’ has order at most 2; 
thus, since W(P) n P’ is central in I”, we have that P’ is Abelian. 
Now we prove the result by induction on n. Assume 12 > 2. Then P/W(P) 
has derived length at most n - 1. Therefore, P(+l) ; W(P) but Pc71-11 -‘; 
G,[W(P)] [3], and so P(+‘) is Abelian. 
\Ve now prove Theorem 1 by induction on the order of G and on n + nz. 
If 11 -~ ~1 = 3, then either n L 1, M 2, and the theorem is true [4] or 
n ~~ 2, nz - 1, and the theorem follows by Lemma 3. Thus, we may assume 
that II -1 712 :> 3 and that G has a unique minimal subgroup, ;29, say, where 
M has order p, p being some prime. First, let us assume that W(G) is not 
nilpotent and so M -< W(G)‘. Kow by Lemma 1, O,,r,(G)/O,(G) is Abelian, 
but O,(G) -2 1 and so O,(G) = F(G) is Abelian. By induction, G/F(G) 
has derived length at most n 2 m - 2 and asF(G) is Abelian, G has a derived 
length of at most n +- nz ~ 1. 
Now, we may assume that W(G) 1s nilpotent and so as G has a unique 
minimal normal subgroup that W(G) is ap group. Ifp is odd, W(G) is Abelian 
and so b!; induction on n + m we have that G/W(G) has derived length at most 
IZ + WI -- 2, therefore, all is well. 
Thus, we are left with the case p = 2 and W(G) is Hamiltonian. Since 
W(G) :< IV[F(G)], we have that W[F(G)] is Hamiltonian and so by Baer [l], 
F(G) is Hamiltonian. But now G/F(G) has Wielandt length at most n ~ 1 
and Fitting length at most nz - 1 and so G/F(G) has derived length at most 
n + wz --- 3, unless n + m - 2 3: 2. If n -;- m < 4 all has been done and 
if II ~~ nt = 4, the only difficulty lies when n ~= wz = 2. Then G/F(G) is 
nilpotent but as F(G) = O,,(G), p = 2, G/F(G) has odd order and, thus, it’s 
bbelian. Thus, in all cases, G/F(G) has derived length of at most n -~ llz ~- 3, 
and so asF(G) has derived length of at most 2, we have finished the proof of 
the theorem. 
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4. FINITE GROUPS WITH M’IELANDT LENGTH 2 
The following two theorems give information concerning the Sylow struc- 
ture of such groups. 
THEOREM 2. Jf G is a p-soluble group of Wielandt length 2 and I, is the 
maximal normalp-nilpotent subgroup of G, p a prime, then the Sylow p subgroup 
of GIL is Abelian if p ;-- 2 and nilpotent of class < 2 ifp m: 2. 
Proof. p is odd. We need only show that if H/k’ is a p chief factor of G 
and C is the centralizer in G of H/K, then G/C has an abelian Sylow p 
subgroup. 
Let T be the subgroup of G which induces power automorphisms on H/K. 
Then 7’ 1: C and T i> W(G). Thus, G/l’ is a T group and so has an abelian 
Sylow p subgroup [4]. Further, T/C has order coprime to p as Il;‘K is ele- 
mentary Abelian. Thus, G/C has an abelian Sylow p subgroup. For p ~ 2, 
replace in the preceeding proof the word “Abelian” by the words “nilpotent 
of class :< 2”, or to be more precise, “Dedekind”. 
THEOREM 3. If G is a soluble group of Wielandt length 2 and P is the 
maximal normal p subgroup of G, p a prime, then G/P has Sylow p subgroup of 
nilpotency class e< 2 ifp > 3 (and < 3 ;fp == 2). 
Proof. Again, we do the proof for the case when p is odd. Since P(G)/P is 
a p’ group, we need only prove the result for the Sylow p subgroup of G/F(G). 
Since Z;(G) is the intersection of the centralizers of the chief factors of G, we 
proceed as in Theorem 2. 
Let H/K be a chief factor of G, C its centralizer, and T the subgroup 
which induces power automorphisms on Is/K. As before, T -, W(G) 
and so G/T is a T group. Thus, the Sylow p subgroup of G/T is Abelian, 
but T/C is in the centre of G/C and so the Sylow p subgroup of G/C is at 
most nilpotent of class 2. This proves the theorem if p is odd. 
For p even proceed in a similar fashion noting that the Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G/T is at most of nilpotency class 2. 
For groups of odd order, which by Feit and Thompson are soluble we can 
strengthen the bound for the derived length. However, we need a preliminary 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4. If G is a group of odd order such that G/Z(G) is a T-group then 
G is metabelian. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G has a unique 
minimal normal subgroup, say M, and so Z(G) =: Z, say, is a cyclic p group 
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for some prime p. Since G/Z is a soluble T group, it has p length I and SO 
F(G) is the Sylow p subgroup of G. G/Z splits into a product L/Z . C/Z, where 
L/Z is the derived group, and C/Zis the Carter subgroup of G/Z [4]. Further, 
L n C = Z and as L/Z is nilpotent, L is nilpotent and so L == F(G), as 
L/Z and C/Z have coprime orders. If G -= F(G), G is nilpotent of class 2. 
Sow every element in C/Z induces a power automorphism in L/Z [4], 
and there exists an element c E C/Z such that I’ m=- 1”, I E L/Z, then n 7: 1 
mod p. We are assuming that G is not metabelian and so as G is a minimal 
counterexample G” -: M. Further, we note that since G’Z : L, there 
exists two elements g, , g, E G’ such that [g, , g2] E M < Z and [g, , g?] # 1. 
Thus, neither g, nor g, is in Z and so g,Z, g,Z arc nontrivial elements of I./Z. 
Thus, grc = gin,zl andg,’ = g;un2 for some zr , za in Z, c chosen earlier. 
Thus, [gl ,g$ = [g, ,a] E M, but also [g, ,s21c -- [gln,g2n] ~= [,c , ,eI/““. 
Thus, 9 ~-I 1 modp but n + 1 modp and so n m-1 --1 modp. This implies 
that c as an automorphism of L/Z is even, which is impossible. 
TIIEOREM 5. If G is a group of odd order with Wielandt length 2, then 
G”’ r 1. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G has a unique minima1 
normal subgroup G”’ = M, say. Let C = Co(M) and T be the subgroup of G 
which induces power automorphisms on M. Note that W(G) 21 7’and C 1; 7 
and T/C < Z(G/C). Write W(G) = IV. 
IV n C is a T group [4], and so W n C = A . B, where il is the derived 
group and B is a Carter subgroup. Now 111 < B, but /I is characteristic in 
W n C and so A = 1. Thus, W n C is nilpotent and, therefore, Abelian. 
WC z< T and so WC/C .< Z(G/C) and, thus, IV/W n C < Z(G/W n C). 
G/It’ is a T group and so we may apply Lemma 4 and we see that G/W PI C 
is metabelian. However, since W n C is Abelian, we have concluded the 
proof of the theorem. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
We let the group G be the extension of the quaternion group Q of order 8 
by its automorphism group A. This means that G is of order 48 ([lo], p. 148), 
and G/Q is the non-Abelian group of order 6. Clearly, Q = W(G) and so G 
is a group of Wielandt length 2, however, G has derived length 4. 
This example shows that the hypothesis of oddness in Theorem 5 cannot 
be dropped. It also shows that even for soluble groups, subgroups of groups of 
Wielandt length 2 need not have Wielandt length 2. For in the example 
it can be checked that the Sylow 2-subgroup has Wielandt length 3. 
The next example also shows that the condition of oddness in Theorem 5 
is necessary as it is in Lemma 4. Let K be the non-Abelian group of exponent 3 
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and order 27. Further, let K be generated by .I‘ and y with x3 =~ y:’ = I, 
[x, y] == 2, u” E Z(K). Now K has an automorphism of order 2, t, such that 
,y’ : s-1, y’ = y-l. The group k’< t, shows that the assumption of oddness 
in Lemma 2 is nccessarq. 
K t\ can he rcprcsented on a vector space be of dimension 3 over G:F(7), 
as follows: 
If WC‘ consider the extension J _ . 
and derived length 4. For G”ITt’ 
G, say, then G has Wielandt length 2 
J’. K, G” _ 1.. .‘z/\, nhcre z [.2”, y] 
and G”’ -: J -. All that remains is to show that W(G) =m J’ . z‘ G”. Let 
EI -Y- I G, then H n ET -L I. Further, I’ is a direct product of minimal 
normal subgroups of G and so TV(G) b’ by [9]. All we need is that 
\ z , c 21’,(H). I/ ~~~ (H n 7~‘) . L, where L ..i =I, where B ~~ K <\t) and 
so z E C,(L) and 2 E :VG.(H n J .); we arc done as G/t’~ 3’ is a 7’group. 
By [8], any nilpotent group of \Ticlandt length 2 has nilpotencv class 
less then 4, so wsc can construct metabelian groups which do not have \it’ielandt 
length 2. ,41so, the converse of Proposition 2 is false as cm he seen by looking 
at 3-groups, lvhich Levi investigated, which satisfy the commutator condition 
[.Y, T, y] Pi I for all s, y and which have class 3. 
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